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Morea, with excursions to Constantinople, Rhodes, Dclos, Negro-
pont, Pamphilia, Mytilene. Shepherd pmiccs and shepheidesses
of royal blood go through the conventional adventures, make high-
flown speeches and exalted lo\e, compose a vast number of indif-
ferent elegies and eclogues, and attain the icwards ordained for their
constancy and valour, with the discomfituie of a host of enemies.
Another of Sidney's followers, Emanuel Forde, is counted by Emanuel
M. Jusserand among the disciples of Lyly and Greene.1 Foide For^
may well have been incited by Greene's success with the public to
enter the same line of business. But, like Sidney, he chose to follow
the romantic manner of the Amadis cycle, and that with a remark-
able absence of originality : any closer resemblance to Greene is
haid to detect. Nor was Forde a euphuist. Such graces were quite
beyond the scope of his pen. " Expect not the high style of a
refined wit," he says in his preface to Parismus, " but the plain
description of valiant knights, and the constant truth of loyal
friends." Forde's modest estimate of his literary ability is correct •
he writes a plain, dull, straightforward style, which anyone could
read, and he was by far the most popular of all the Elizabethan
and Jacobean romancers, mainly because he was incapable of
anything superior.
Anthony Munday's translations of Palmerin d'Qliva, Amadis of
Gaule> PalmendoSy and Primaleon 2 were coming out in large instal-
ments when Forde began his dogged career in 1598 with Parismus, " Paru-
the Renoumed Prince of Bohemia :  his most famous, delectable and mus a*d
pleasant Historie ; containing his Noble Battailes fought against the "ans~^
Persians, his love to Laurana, the Kings Daughter of Thessaly;
and his straunge Aduentures in the Desolate Island.   It is a debased
and entirely mechanical effort in Amadisian and Arcadian romance,
without any pastoralism.   Parismus prosecutes his suit in knight-
errant fashion, with the usual disguises, feats of arms, and contests
with hostile enchanters. He wins fame as the Black Knight. Then
he turns up, disguised as a page, on the Desolate Island, the princess
of which, when he has overthrown her champions, defends herself
in the last resort by casting him into a magic sleep.   Laurana is
1	Jusserand, p. 193.    See also Cambridge Utstory of English Literature, vol. iii.,
P- 359-
2	See Volume L, p   354.    Palmerm d'Qlwa w<is the model lor Parismus.

